No Pain, No Strain

Kensington®-SKILCRAFT Column Mount Extended Monitor Arm

- Improves ergonomics for reduced eye and neck strain
- Easily resets for multiple users
- Includes cable management system to reduce cable clutter; optimizes desktop space
- Tilts to eliminate glare; rotates for portrait or landscape viewing
- Attaches to VESA mount on 19”-20” flat panel monitors weighing up to 20 lbs.
- Easy assembly without tools to work surfaces up to 2.5” thick

7110-01-590-8674....Single LCD Monitor Arm....Dark Gray....EA
7110-01-590-8676....Double LCD Monitor Arm...Dark Gray....EA

For use with split screens

Created with pride by Americans who are Blind or have other Severe Disabilities™
Kensington®-SKILCRAFT
Column Mount Extended Monitor Arm

Order Number  Product Description                                                U/I
7110-01-590-8674  Single LCD Monitor Arm, Dark Gray..................................................EA
7110-01-590-8676  Double LCD Monitor Arm, Dark Gray..................................................EA

For use with split screens

Created with pride by Americans who are Blind or have other Severe Disabilities™

Available through your preferred AbilityOne-Authorized Distributor

These quality SKILCRAFT products are assembled by
The Chicago Lighthouse for People Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired, Chicago, IL

Purchase of these products fulfills the required source provision of the Javits-Wagner-O’Day Act and FAR 8.7.
SKILCRAFT® trademark is licensed by National Industries for the Blind